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Easy to Teach. Fun to Learn. 
Essential to Every Classroom

We believe that supported teachers make the greatest impact on education. Help your educators 
build capacity and develop a deeper knowledge of their Learning A–Z instructional resources. 
Learning A–Z Professional Learning offers flexible, effective solutions to help your educators 
apply instructional best practices and achieve your curricular goals.

The Learning A–Z Professional Learning Services team works alongside your instructional leaders 
to establish a strong start and maintain momentum with all of your Learning A–Z products.

Please contact your Sales Executive or Customer Success Manager to discuss how we can 
support your educators to successfully use Learning A–Z resources in alignment with your 
instructional goals and practices. 

Resource Mapping: Let our team identify 
and help strategically integrate Learning A–Z 
resources into your district’s curriculum.

Train-the-Trainer: Codesign a professional 
learning program to build capacity and provide 
turnkey training and support for your teachers. 

Customized Workshops: Participate in a  
full day of engaging and collaborative learning 
tailored to develop a deeper knowledge of 
your Learning A–Z instructional resources. 

Virtual Professional Learning: From getting 
started to deeper dives into product resources, 
focus on instructional best practices for 
incorporating Learning A–Z into your curriculum.

Onsite Professional Learning  
and Curriculum Services: Support districts  
to deepen and connect their implementation  
of Learning A–Z programs.

Lesson Modeling and Coaching Support: 
Help teachers maximize their Learning A–Z 
resources through modeling and reflection 
on best practices.

What We Offer
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Make the Greatest Impact  
with Your Learning A–Z Products 

Support educators in learning how to leverage their Learning A–Z resources and tools. Our 
professional learning is designed to support educators throughout their Learning A–Z journey. From 
getting started to focusing on instructional best practices, we help educators align their Learning A–Z 
resources to their instructional goals and effectively incorporate them into their curriculum.  

 • Learning A–Z Product Orientations enable 
educators to get started with key resources  
to support learning.

 • Webinars dive deeper into best practices  
with Learning A–Z resources and tools to 
supplement instruction. 

 • Webinar Series connect instructional purpose  
and curriculum goals with Learning A–Z resources.

Webinars and series can be tailored  
to your instructional needs and audience.

Virtual Delivery • Limited to 30 participants
Webinars: 60 minutes 

Webinar Series: (3) 60-minute sessions 
Onsite Delivery

Sample Webinars & Series
Building Language Comprehension with Raz-Plus

Personalize Student Learning with Raz-Plus

Using Vocabulary A–Z with Raz-Plus

Integrate Science A–Z into Literacy Instruction
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Raz-Plus

Raz-Plus Orientation
This session is designed to help educators new to Raz-Plus navigate the product and discover 
key resources to supplement literacy instruction. 

Support Literacy Instruction with Raz-Plus Resources
Dive deeper into two to three Raz-Plus resources to target specific instructional goals, grade bands, 
or planning needs and walk away with a plan to strategically use resources during instruction.

Make Instructional Decisions Using Raz-Plus Data
Analyze the Raz-Plus Reports and plan for instructional moves to support your literacy instruction

Webinar Series Starting Strong with Raz-Plus 
Raz-Plus Orientation • Support Literacy Instruction with Raz-Plus • Make Instructional Decisions 
Using Raz-Plus Data

Raz-Plus Resources to Support Intervention
Explore Raz-Plus resources that support literacy intervention and plan differentiated instruction.

Personalize Student Learning with Raz-Plus
Take a deep dive into customization features, such as the file cabinet, to personalize learning 
for students, including using digital student assignments.

Webinar Series Differentiating Instruction with Raz-Plus
Make Instructional Decisions Using Raz-Plus Data • Raz-Plus Resources to Support Intervention • 
Personalize Student Learning with Raz-Plus

Using Raz-Plus Benchmark Assessments & Running Records
Monitor student reading progress with digital Benchmark Assessments, gain insight on 
the three-part assessment process, and review steps to assign, listen, and score student 
recordings sent to the In Basket. 

Webinar Series Fluency Instruction with Raz-Plus
Using Raz-Plus Benchmark Assessments & Running Records • Make Instructional Decisions 
Using Raz-Plus Data • Raz-Plus to Support Literacy Instruction

Build Knowledge with Raz-Plus
Background knowledge is a critical component of text comprehension. This session explores 
Raz-Plus resources to help students build knowledge.

Virtual Professional Learning
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Raz-Plus continued

Support Vocabulary Development with Raz-Plus
Vocabulary is key to reading comprehension. Learn how Raz-Plus resources support direct 
and indirect vocabulary instruction to help students understand what they read.

Develop Verbal Reasoning with Raz-Plus
Use Raz-Plus resources to engage students in reading tasks that help them comprehend, draw 
conclusions, problem solve, and use language to explain what they are exposed to through 
reading and listening.

Webinar Series Language Comprehension with Raz-Plus
Build Knowledge with Raz-Plus • Support Vocabulary Development with Raz-Plus • Develop 
Verbal Reasoning with Raz-Plus

Getting Answers: Q&A with a Professional Learning Expert
A Learning A–Z expert will answer questions about the resources and features of Raz-Plus 
and share resources that are common favorites among educators across the country.

Read at Home with Kids A–Z for Caregivers
This session is designed for caregivers to learn how to support and encourage reading at 
home using Kids A–Z digital books and tools.

Raz-Plus ELL

Raz-Plus ELL Orientation
This session is designed to help educators new to Raz-Plus ELL navigate the product and 
discover key resources to supplement literacy instruction for English Learners.

Support English Learners with Raz-Plus ELL
Explore Raz-Plus ELL resources that support students' growing language proficiency, along 
with developing a command of their reading, speaking, listening, writing and vocabulary.

Getting Answers: Q&A with a Professional Learning Expert
A Learning A–Z expert will answer questions about the resources and features of Raz-Plus ELL 
and share resources that are common favorites among educators across the country.

Webinar Series Starting Strong with Raz-Plus ELL
Raz-Plus ELL Orientation • Support English Learners with Raz-Plus ELL • Getting Answers: Q&A 
with a Professional Learning Expert
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Raz-Plus Español

Raz-Plus Español Orientation
This session is designed to help educators new to Raz-Plus Español navigate the product and 
discover key resources to help students achieve biliteracy.

Support Instruction with Raz-Plus Español
Dive deeper into two to three Raz-Plus Español resources to target specific instructional goals, 
grade bands, or planning needs and walk away with a plan to strategically use resources 
during instruction.

Getting Answers: Q&A with a Professional Learning Expert
A Learning A–Z expert will answer questions about the resources and features of Raz-Plus 
Español and share resources that are common favorites among educators across the country.

Webinar Series Starting Strong with Raz-Plus Español
Raz-Plus Español Orientation • Supporting Instruction with Raz-Plus Español • Getting 
Answers: Q&A with a Professional Learning Expert

Science A–Z

Science A–Z Orientation
This session is designed to help educators new to Science A–Z navigate the product and 
discover key resources to supplement science instruction.

Support Science Instruction with Science A-Z Resources
Dive deeper into two to three Science A–Z resources to target specific instructional goals, 
grade bands, or planning needs.

Integrate Science A–Z in Literacy Instruction
Integrate Science A–Z resources into literacy instruction to support comprehension and  
build knowledge.

Webinar Series Starting Strong with Science A–Z
Science A–Z Orientation • Science A–Z Resources to Support Science Instruction • Integrate 
Science A–Z in Literacy Instruction

Getting Answers: Q&A with a Professional Learning Expert
A Learning A–Z expert will answer questions about the resources and features of Science A–Z 
and share resources that are common favorites among educators across the country.
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Vocabulary A–Z

Vocabulary A–Z Orientation
This session is designed to help educators new to Vocabulary A–Z navigate the product  
and discover vocabulary resources to support reading comprehension.

Using Vocabulary A–Z with Raz-Plus
Enhance text comprehension with direct and indirect vocabulary instruction using  
Vocabulary A–Z with Raz-Plus.

Getting Answers: Q&A with a Professional Learning Expert
A Learning A–Z expert will answer questions about the resources and features of Vocabulary A–Z 
and share resources that are common favorites among educators across the country.

Webinar Series Starting Strong with Vocabulary A–Z
Vocabulary A–Z Orientation • Using Vocabulary A–Z with Raz-Plus • Getting Answers: Q&A with 
a Professional Learning Expert

Reading A–Z

Reading A–Z Orientation
This session is designed to help educators new to Reading A–Z navigate the product and 
discover key resources to supplement literacy instruction.

Support Literacy Instruction with Reading A–Z Resources
Dive deeper into two to three Reading A–Z resources to target specific instructional goals, 
grade bands, or planning needs and walk away with a plan to strategically use resources 
during instruction.

Make Instructional Decisions Using Reading A–Z Assessments
Review Reading A–Z assessments that will help educators make informed instructional decisions.

Webinar Series Starting Strong with Reading A–Z
Reading A–Z Orientation • Support Literacy Instruction with Reading A–Z • Make Instructional 
Decisions Using Reading A–Z Assessments

Using Reading A–Z Benchmark Assessments & Running Records
Monitor student reading progress with Reading A–Z Assessments, gain insight on the 
assessment process, and review how to score assessments.

Getting Answers: Q&A with a Professional Learning Expert
A Learning A–Z expert will answer questions about the resources and features of Reading A–Z 
and share resources that are common favorites among educators across the country.
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Foundations A–Z

Foundations A–Z Orientation
Explore K–5 foundational skills resources by unit and module or search by skill, standard,  
and/or correlations to deliver explicit, systematic, and research-based instruction.

Make Instructional Decisions Using Foundations A–Z Reports
Analyze Foundations A–Z reports and plan for strategized and explicit instruction.

Support Instruction with Foundations A–Z Resources
Dive deeper into two to three Foundations A–Z resources to target specific instructional goals 
or planning needs, such as correlations to core programs, skill-based collections, and more.

Webinar Series Starting Strong with Foundations A–Z
Foundations A–Z Orientation • Make Instructional Decisions Using Foundations A–Z Reports • 
Supporting Instruction with Foundations A–Z Resources

The Powerful Duo for Whole Group Instruction
Explore Foundations A–Z and Raz-Plus resources to teach grade level foundational and 
language comprehension skills in a whole group setting to build reading comprehension.

The Powerful Duo for Small Group Instruction
Navigate Foundations A–Z and Raz-Plus resources that can be used in a small group to 
review, reteach and enrich word recognition and language comprehension skills based  
on student need to build reading comprehension.

The Powerful Duo for Independent Practice
Connect instruction to student practice with Foundations A–Z and Raz-Plus digital assignments 
and engaging learning center materials.

Webinar Series The Powerful Duo in Practice
The Powerful Duo for Whole Group Instruction • The Powerful Duo for Small Group Instruction 
• The Powerful Duo for Independent Practice

Writing A–Z

Writing A–Z Orientation
This session is designed to help educators new to Writing A–Z navigate the product and 
discover key resources to supplement literacy instruction.

Getting Answers: Q&A with a Professional Learning Expert
A Learning A–Z expert will answer questions about the resources and features of Writing A–Z 
and share resources that are common favorites among educators across the country.
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“When educators learn,  
students learn more.”

Learning A–Z offers learning and curriculum services that deliver targeted solutions to address 
unique district and school needs. We collaborate with instructional leadership to tailor a program 
that ensures educators can make the greatest impact on student learning.

Onsite Professional Learning

— Hayes Mizell, Learning Forward Senior Distinguished Fellow

Customized Workshops 

Customized Workshops are ideal for customers who want to dig deeper or those using 
multiple products. These workshops are offered as full-day sessions, multi-day sessions, or 
as a collection of shorter breakouts over the course of one day. Facilitated by a Learning A–Z 
professional learning expert, these workshops are delivered at your location in a highly 
engaging, hands-on, and collaborative format.

 • Workshops provide interactive, hands-on 
professional learning using computers  
or mobile devices.

 • Meaningful collaboration engages 
educators in applying Learning A–Z 
resources to instructional best practices. 

 • Content can be customized to address  
any part of the instructional cycle, based  
on your identified needs. 

 • Multiple formats provide flexibility to fit 
your unique needs and schedule.
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Lesson Modeling & Coaching Support

Help teachers maximize their Learning A–Z resources. Consult with a Professional Learning 
expert to determine best practices for modeling of Learning A–Z resources.

 • Identify relevant resources to inform modeling and best practices
 • Observe modeled lesson with grade-level colleagues
 • Debrief with Learning A–Z expert and colleagues to review strategies and plan next steps

Train-the-Trainer

Customized professional learning for a cohort of instructional leaders to build capacity and 
provide turnkey training and support for educators.

 • Co-design a professional learning plan to help achieve specific goals and objectives.
 • Participate in planning, check-ins, data reviews, and related support to optimize 

professional learning efforts.
 • Develop expertise in Learning A–Z resources and strategies for successful teacher training.
 • Receive supporting resources to use in turnkey sessions, including a presentation, agenda, 

support materials, and more. 

3 onsites and 5 live virtual consultations throughout the year

Resource Mapping

Our team of academic and curriculum experts identify and strategically integrate  
Learning A–Z resources into district curriculum. We create a personalized solution that best 
fits district curricular goals, so teachers can focus on driving positive student outcomes.

 • Partner with experts to build a customized plan to fit your unique curriculum
 • Find the resources that align with your instructional framework, standards,  

and learning outcomes
 • Promote strategic and meaningful use of Learning A–Z resources

Curriculum Services
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